Comparative evaluation of the MB/BacT and BACTEC 460 TB systems for the detection of mycobacteria from clinical specimens: clinical relevance of higher recovery rates from broth-based detection systems.
New broth-based detection systems have higher recovery rates of mycobacteria from clinical specimens than traditional cultures on solid media. The clinical significance of this higher sensitivity rate is largely unknown. We prospectively evaluated the performances of two liquid media detection systems (the MB/BacT system and the BACTEC 460 TB system) and an egg-based Lowenstein-Gruft solid medium (LG) on the recovery rates of mycobacteria from 849 clinical specimens. Mycobacteria (other then M. gordonae) were detected in 51 (6.0%) specimens. In 12/51 (23%) specimens, mycobacteria (five mycobacterium tuberculosis (MtB) and seven non-M tuberculosis complex (MOTT) were recovered only from the broth-based systems. Review of the patients' clinical charts revealed that failure of LG to recover Mtb were due to nonmycobacterial overgrowth and antibiotic treatment. The recovered MOTT were all clinically nonsignificant. Higher sensitivity of broth-based mycobacteria detection systems is largely due to their capability to recover mycobacteria from treated tuberculous patients or from partially decontaminated specimens. The high recovery rates of nonclinically significant MOTT could potentially increase inappropriate use of antibiotics.